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, oe a Letter fi he edi -_ 4 etter from the editors 
rs a ee 

: 4 Po be ’ “” : — 
i e a Ma — 2 ‘This first day of class this year was marked by chilling gusts of wind 

oil # : - come = a that brought with them the shuddering reality that summer was 

a ’ — ES over. Students flooding the streets, downtown businesses waking 

. : i é : from hibernation and magazine business back in full blow—the 

od | juggle of classes, work and extracurriculars has returned. 

. . 
“ e p “_ x a Our last semester's staff worked hard to put together the stories, 

ae 2 eo ee ™ L photos, layouts and advertisements you see within the pages of 

[4 % — : : - 2 this magazine; just as important, but perhaps not as visible, were 

igs | whe ‘ our staff's efforts in managing our business finances, circulation 
i 4 ay me and website. This is not an easy accomplishment considering the 

Nd gy oii ” demands of student life—to name a few, involvement in philan- 

iF a a thropy (see page 4) and undergraduate research (see page 16). Late 

y i \ nights, forgotten meals—it becomes clear why students rely so 

4 heavily on stimulants (see page 6). 

‘3 We are kicking off this new school year with a full-color issue, 

a feat that would not have been possible had it not been for the 

. funds we received from the Associated Students of Madison 

(ASM), UW-Madison’s official student government. We are ex- 

cited about this opportunity, since it allows us to showcase the 

; efforts of our staff. In the future, we hope to make full-color issues 

amore regular occurrence. As always, we are striving to make this 

magazine better each year. Wp 

"2 r ( 4 a Make the Regent your new 
Md Raa P rae), ee a mln Bia: place: it’s made to fit your needs! 

Bre online! ell . > 
: Wy q Shared or private bedroom? Roommates or no 

| I j yer é roommates? 2-bedroom or 3-bedroom? 6-month or 
= : Wee 9-month lease? At the Regent YOU decide. 

4 ay a 

! He eel B ri i 4 J i fim: This remodeled community has apartments, starting at just 

| | ne ; Vie f 5 $503/mo.*, available for fall! Need a roommate? Just ask! 
ia st ; 5 Oe. Need furniture? It’s included! Plus, you'll be living in the most 

oe l ee si i popular building for engineering students. Come see for 
i i | j a s Ca yourself what it’s like to have your needs met, your way! 

Live just 400 feet from wh | ! Nom Let (ae; O ere your Classes are. 

Fe) Cl iy Game 
en | ee eT THE REGENT @ 
st | ey lls ee APARTMENTS 

Steve Brown Apartments Community. * Price for a remodeled shared bedroom. Starting at $793 for a private bedroom. 608-258-4900 ¢ 1402 Regent Street ¢ SteveBrownApts.com/Regent
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Smells like home 
pl the deep blue expanse of Lake Mendota, enjoy- _ understood how people survived in a town like 

ed ing the shade of a bright green tree, I had to Dodge City. 

la" think, how lucky are we to live here? 

. q First we drove by the little bungalow where 

This is hardly an original thought. Most UW- Dan grew up, which sat on the Arkansas River 

Madison students are eager to boast about their bank. He showed me the mud marks on the 

college home, with its unique blend of nature, side of the stucco marking the flood waters that 

culture, academia and fun. But, like clean air, came through when there was actually water 

it can be taken for granted. In his 1974 song _ in the river. On the way back to the plant he 

“San Diego Serenade,” Tom Waits croons, “I drove us to the park where he would lie in the 

i} never saw my hometown until I stayed away grass as a teenager and shoot jack rabbits, and 

too long,” and when I returned to Madison where he once saw a bobcat take down a deer. 

It’s easy to take air for granted: it’s free, it’s _ for fall semester, I understood exactly what he Dan knew the name of every bird the flew by 

wildly abundant and it’s invisible. But if you've meant. For Madison, I’d always felt a sense of and every snake that slithered by, and had a 

ever lived in a cow town, surrounded by feed _ pride, but when I came back from Kansas, [had story for each and every kind. Dan showed me 

yards and dotted with slaughterhouses, you a brand new feeling: gratitude. the correct way to munch on a piece of freshly 

know the value of clean air. picked wheat, and even wrangled up some 

This isn’t to say that Dodge City was a bad place _ berries from a bush near the river. Finally, he 

I was there this summer, in Dodge City, KS, a (aside from the stink, of course); it worked just showed me his favorite fishing spot, where he 

town of about 30,000 plopped right in the mid- __fine for the people who lived and labored there. and his brother spent almost every summer 

dle of the high plains. It wasn’t a bad little spot; Like good hosts, they, too, had a sense of pride day growing up. The more Dan told me about 

it had a movie theater and some bars, and even about their town, and especially about their his life in Dodge City, the more I understood: 

a mall (if you consider a JC Penney’s connected —_ country roots (“You've never ridden in the back home is home, even if everybody's home is a 

to a Mexican restaurant and a Bath and Body of a pick up truck?” one contractor asked me __ little bit different. 

Works a mall), the people were friendly, and it _ incredulously as I shook my city slicker head in 

was sunny every single day. shame). But there were moments throughout So while the Madison air was certainly refresh- 

the summer—maybe too many of them—when __ ing after my summer on the plains, I think the 

But man, the air in Dodge City just reeked. I wondered how anyone would ever actually _ best part of coming back was feeling that sense 

choose to live there. of comfort I’ve developed over the last four 

Luckily, I adjusted to the stink pretty quickly, years. And as I go into my last semester on this 

and after a few weeks I didn’t even notice it any- Then, two weeks before I left, 1 met Dan. Dan _ beautiful campus, it’s comforting to know that 

more. When I came home at the end of sum- was one of the operators at my plant, a self- I can come back anytime, and it will always feel 

mer, however, I did notice. Pulling into Madi- _ proclaimed hippie (although his Wranglers and _ (and smell) like home. Wp 

son and tumbling out of the car, I couldn’t stop __steel-toed boots didn’t exactly scream “hippie” 

marveling at how clean and sweet-smelling to me) who'd lived in Dodge City all of his life. 

the Wisconsin air was. I could smell water and He wasa talker, with fiery red hair that seemed . 

grass and flowers and gasoline and garbage— __ impossibly vibrant for his sixty years of age. I Comis 

yes, even garbage smelled better than the ma- _ spent one beautiful July day accompanying Dan 

nure and gut stench I had grown accustomed _ around the complex to check on our groundwa- 

to! Breathing in that sweet air, looking out at _ ter wells, and as we talked and toured, I finally 
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Members of three UW-Madison fraternities and sororities discuss camaraderie, 

employment opportunities and how they give back to the community. 

reek life has always had a bad rap, _ entered a study room with open double doors. _ freshmen are assigned a sophomore “big sis- 

Ga when it comes to Holly- Placed around the room were plush leather _ ter.” These big sister-little sister relationships 

wood. From Animal House to Le- couches and coffee tables. turn into entire families of sisters over the 
gally Blonde to Old School, movies have sug- course of one’s four-year education. 
gested that living in a fraternity or sorority Like many second-year members, Slattery is 
is like spending a weekend with the cast of _ living in the Alpha Phi house this year. She Although Alpha Phi is a standard soror- 
Jersey Shore. Luckily, the tired Greek life ste- explains some of the events that she and the __ ity, some of the Greek organizations are built 
reotypes—beer! bros! bad grades!—are giv- other Alpha Phi’s participate in each week. around a single theme or academic focus. For 
ing way to more respectable perceptions, but “During the week, we have dinners for dif- instance, on the opposite side of campus, I 
many UW-Madison students still don’t know _ ferent things or meetings for other activities found the embodiment of young profession- 
what goes on behind closed doors. To set some we are in,” she says. alism in the men of Triangle fraternity. Their 
facts straight, we decided to investigate three purpose statement is as follows: 

Greek organizations on campus: the non-en- _ It is often during the second year that strong 

gineering Alpha Phi sorority, the engineering ties are born among members. Over win- “Developing balanced men in engineering, 

Triangle fraternity and the engineering Alpha _ ter break, Slattery went on a trip to London. architecture, and science by providing an en- 
Omega Epsilon sorority. “I went with people I just met this year,” she vironment which fosters personal growth and 

says. It is spontaneous experiences like this professional success.” 
Our first stop was Alpha Phi. I wondered what _ that make her enjoy being an Alpha Phi sister. 
the reception would be like as we entered the Logan Campbell is the president of Triangle 
all-female residence at 28 Langdon, whereaso- At the Alpha Phi sorority, members have de- __ fraternity, and has been a member since 2005. 
cial was taking place. While Alpha Phi is not _ vised a simple way of helping the younger girls After serving in the U.S. Army, he sought 
itself an engineering sorority, our host, Kate ease their way into college life. Every year, the type of brotherhood that had been miss- 
Slattery, is a me- ing since his time in 
chanical engineer. ; Nh We... ™ Ff j ] the military. “It was 

; eee > / i> easy for me to re- 

Upon entering the i i late to more mature 

Alpha Phi house, I students than to the 
couldn't believe this is freshmen that I was 
was even student \ in class with at the 

, m 4 ‘ 4 i? bik 
housing. To my left A y % S =P time,” Campbell says 
was the main room 4 . , _= ’ a ~=oof his draw to the 

with a fireplace ® : i fraternity, One way 

and a baby grand the members of the 
piano, to my right i om Pd fraternity embody 

a staircase leading » professionalism and 
upstairs to bed- maturity are through 
rooms. Adorning mandatory after- 
the walls were large noon study sessions. 

frames, each filled 
with about a hun- Of course, Triangle 
dred portraits of the P frat isn’t all busi- 
current members. , e " ness. With their 

There was a frame . j ° location on Breese 
for each year of the , — Terrace, they have 
sorority’s existence. a prime location for 

Further down the Mechanical engineering sophomore Kate Slattery squeezes in a few more minutes of football tailgating. 

hall on the right, we studying before evening activities In fact,  tailgates 

ee |. 
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draw a lot of Triangle alumni back to cam- _ pledge is told exactly what is expected of them _ of his own friendships born from the Triangle 
pus each fall. Alumni interaction with the as a student and a man while they are broth- _ fraternity. Unlike the booze-fueled Greek or- 
students offers great prospects for possible ers in Triangle fraternity. When asked about ganizations of Hollywood yore, the core val- 

future employment or business opportuni- hazing, Campbell says, “Our [initiation] isn’t ues of UW-Madison fraternities and sororities 
ties. Since most former alums work in the _ like that. We don’t have any of the movie ini- are based around professionalism and friend- 
science and engineering fields, this type of _ tiations with paddles or nonsense like that.” ship—not kegs and cat fights. We 
social networking can provide a lot of good i 
options for the future. More than anything, participating in a so- 

rority or fraternity allows members to create 

When they aren't holding their daily study ses- lifelong bonds and establish strong networks. Article by: Zach Laporte 
sions, Triangle members can be found partici- “I’m going to be in two weddings this summer _ Photography by: Brian Mogen 
pating in intramural athletics. “Right now, we for two guys that graduated,” Campbell says _ Design by: Jacqueline Lowisz 
are in co-ed intramural volleyball,” Campbell jugs o- = - a a a 
says. In the past they have also played hockey [@ a ie Sy ae a i ¢ \ 
and flag football, which ultimately provide a SS co ae A \ 
unique bonding experience among brothers. Ss < ™ 
They usually only have time in their rigorous Dies A 
academic schedule for one sport per semester. \ | 

a \ 

Triangle is also an official member of the & 4 ’ 
Greek Society of Fraternities. Every semester aa \ a .\ \ 
they participate in Greek Week, an entire week SS ae ia SES 

of competitions and events involving all of the Ni i " . ae = 

Greek fraternities and sororities on campus. ; i Sal Ss . a Ee 

Events are similar to those that occur within aa » Sy , . . ee 
other organizations around Homecoming a < y * Ge 
week, such as building floats for the parade. ot \ L ~ ae | 
Displaying school spirit during the homecom- TS : ES 4 a 
ing parade has been a rewarding experience a oe a S i a) ae - f * < . 

for these young students. Soc = © Ser > | 

Few people on campus are aware that there is eS oe i] } 1s Wid. | 

actually an engineering sorority on campus. rf io et b= ~ > 
These young women don’t even have a house | j i “a “ ee _— ~ 
to call their own yet because they have only an nea | 
been in existence for around six years. Despite SE a po i 
Alpha Omega Epsilon’s relatively young age, a ae : a 
they do many of the same types of events as aS ——— S lig a Se . 

the older societies. a i > Ss 

Ps == 
Philanthropic events, or events that promote es ; 
human welfare, are considered one of the most 
important types of work that these young men = 
and women participate in. For example, every an / i 

semester, the women of Alpha Omega Epsilon 

hold a volleyball tournament in order to raise a: 
money and awareness for breast cancer. This i 
semester Alpha Phi held a 5k run/walk in sup- : a it 
port of women’s heart disease research. ' | a i 

ae & prac al = Pro 

One of the aspects of Greek life that is most = | S - == 
shrouded in mystery is initiation. For all = To ; = o 4 oa 
Greek organizations, the limitations of ini- ' were a adil 

tiation are made very clear to keep safety a Re ™” ‘ 
priority. Slattery said during Alpha Phis big — we 

sister-little sister week, even games of hide + — — 4 
and seek violate the terms of their hazing Se 
rules. If rules such as these are violated, they ee 
may lead to suspension or expulsion of the isla 
fraternity or sorority. oa a She 

For their initiation, Triangle fraternity mem- ‘ ite tung ae Sai ee 

bers participate in a ritual that closely exam- — cain oo e in 
ines the standards of the fraternity. The nw i 

—————— ee 
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Pulling an all-nighter with a cup of joe 

obvious truth: caffeine to a college student is 
like gasoline to a car. It is the driving force that 
keeps students going, keeps them awake and 

keeps them working. Kemp is just one of the 
many students fueled by coffee. While many 

ee > — people develop their coffee-drinking habits 
during college, Kemp actually began drinking 

s | coffee in high school. 

& “Tt began as a social thing ... just going to cof- 
— x fee houses to talk and socialize,” he says. He 

Se : . started consuming more coffee in college, 

eee f often drinking a pot every day. “It definitely 
ee — rs ot ie picked up a lot more in college because I use 

a : ee ee it for more purposes ... like studying,” he says. 

fe Co ae 2 al e ie. - On nights when Kemp is cramming for exams 
, = E Be — . or cranking out a paper, he will drink at least 

: a ea ee one pot during the evening, then sometimes an 
3 ee : Pe additional pot of coffee throughout the night. 

eee : He says, “I start right around dinner time ... 

— : ee rae and depending when—or if—I want to sleep, 

ets Pe ee ro ee it could be another cup or two, or even a full 

pot.” There are countless college students that 
unched over a textbook and several conquer their heavy workloads. The most can relate to Kemp and find themselves need- 

He coffee cups, UW-Madison se- prevalent stimulant is coffee, but if you aren't _ ing caffeine to provide extra energy and focus 
nior Keith Kemp fights to keep his eyes _a fan of a cup of joe, there are plenty of options _for a night of studying. 

open. It’s now approaching the wee hours of the _ ranging from energy drinks and gum to pills 
morning, and he hasn't gotten a minute of sleep and prescriptions, all promising to provide 
in almost 24 hours. Finally, when he cannolon- hours of energy and focus. However, as the ea 
ger hold his head up, Kemp relents. He closes his _ market for stimulants expands, the concerns ’ = 
book and gets up from the table, but instead of _ rise as the safety of these products becomes pa — ty ones 5 
falling into bed, he cruises into the kitchen and _ more questionable. —_— = j | 
clicks on Mr. Coffee. Time for more caffeine! 

Coffee is one of the oldest and most common a =. ne 

Cramming for exams and writing countless _ stimulants on the college campus. It is readily ty) ~ ad 
papers are activities all too familiar to the av- _ available, and the high level of caffeine offers an J - ] 
erage college student, and it is no secret that immediate boost for many. A glance at vending \ 4 bk : 

many students turn to various stimulants to machines and cafes across campus offers the : a 

—— 
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F a a high dosages. Berridge began to study the ef- 
. ae fects of lower dosages of amphetamines to treat 

ees ‘ ADHD. His findings showed that drugs like 

Aderall had similar effects on people without 
ADHD as they did on those with ADHD. 

a ie “[The drugs] improve your attention and act 
= as cognitive enhancers on things that are de- 

pendent on a particular part of the brain called 
= the prefrontal cortex,” he says. The prefrontal 

” ‘ J cortex is the part of the brain responsible for 
' = amr 1 F keeping you on task and preventing you from 

| — ee aon being impulsive or distracted. 
| + 2 <P .. ¥ P 

| ore | » As far as negative effects of taking Adderall or 
penn By as | ({ Bo other amphetamines, there is concern about 

|: i J gl Fs ey using these drugs without a prescription as a 
. | Ee = &) . means of improving academic performance. 

— 2 As with any drug taken without a prescription, 
—— | 4 S there are risks. Professor Berridge says, “We 

know there are minimal risks associated with 
However, some scientists argue that pumping productive study session, but for others the _ taking low doses of these drugs ... but where 
excessive amounts of caffeine does little to pro- __ blockage of adenosine may lead to restlessness _ you get big risks is when people start to take 
mote good study habits. Some researchers be- and an inability to concentrate. doses that aren’t clinically appropriate.” Many 
lieve caffeine can have a negative effect on the college students seem to be willing to face these 
body, and ultimately even a negative effect on In addition to coffee and caffeine, some stu- _ risks for the benefits of their studying, however. 
studying. To put caffeine dosage in perspec- dents may turn to more controversial—and 
tive, the average daily consumption of caffeine sometimes riskier—stimulants. In recent years, In addition to the potential physical harms of 
is about 400 mg, and a “toxic” dose would be _ the use of Adderall, Ritalin and other prescrip- prescription stimulants, there are also legal 
about 10,000 mg. The amount of caffeine in a tion stimulants has increased dramatically. problems. According to the Controlled Sub- 
7 oz cup of coffee varies, but typically ranges According to a 2005 study by the University of _ stance Act of 1970, possession of a drug like Ad- 
from 50-150 mg, depending on strength, brand — Michigan’s Substance Abuse Research Center,  derall without a prescription can result in fines 
and so on. It would take many cups of coffee to _ ten percent of college students use stimulants or even imprisonment. Punishments can be 
reach a “toxic” level, but some researchers ar- illegally at some point during their college much stiffer for those selling the drug, including 
gue even having an excess level of caffeine can _ years, usually with the intent of improving fo- __ fines that may reach as high as $2 million. 
interfere with one’s studying abilities. cus and concentration. 

When finals time or a particularly busy week 
Caffeine is a stimulant that interferes with a One anonymous UW-Madison student who rolls around, many college students turn to 
chemical in the brain called adenosine. Ad- _ has taken Adderall several times says, “Iuse it stimulants to help them get things done. While 
enosine slows down activity and has a calming to stay more focused and to get things done.” there are risks associated with using these 
effect, so higher consumption of caffeine blocks The student has tried the drug multiple times __ stimulants in excess, the risk of failing an exam 
adenosine and raises concentration and energy _ and found that he was able to stay focused on _ or not finishing a paper might be more detri- 
while putting off sleep. However, there isa point a task for many hours at a time. “I was able to mental. There really is no answer as to whether 
where too much caffeine can make a person _ sit down and write a paper and study during a___ stimulants are a beneficial study enhancement, 
so hyperactive that he/she cannot sit still and seven-hour span,” the student says. He found and scientific studies haven’t shown a clear-cut 
focus, and at this point studying is hampered _ the drug gave him the ability to concentrate results. Whatever the case, downing a pot of 
rather than helped. Some studies have shown and not get distracted, but there were some side _ coffee or several energy drinks before studying 
that caffeine enhances the ability to do simple _ effects associated with taking the it. “The crash has become the norm for many students. Wp 
arithmetic tasks, but can inhibit the ability to was bad because I felt very tired and hungry,” 
do more complex problems. Ultimately, most the student says; but, in the end, the benefits 
research has shown that effects from caffeine outweighed the drawbacks. “It was worth it for 
depend on the individual, and there is no clear- _ me because I was able to focus on studying for Article by: Lauren Kern 
cut answer regarding the effects of caffeine on _ nearly eight hours.” Photography by: Rachel Ziegler 
one’s study habits. Design by: Allison Biesboer 

Drugs like Adderall have a unique effect on 
College students are some of the first to coun- _ the brain that results in the ability to focus and a 
ter claims that excess caffeine may have an _ concentrate. Craig Berridge, a professor in the ie 
adverse effect on studying. Kemp explains psychology department at UW-Madison, has aa 
that the effects of drinking so much coffee do a background in neuroscience, and is study- sii 
benefit his studying. “Specifically, when I'm _ ing the behavior of certain transmitters in the ; 
reading, I am not dozing off,” he says. Like _ brain and their actions under moderate to high P is 
Kemp, many students feel positive effects arousal. Berridge explains that stimulants, spe- si 
from drinking additional caffeine. For some, cifically amphetamines like Aderall, have been a 
this may translate into a more focused and _ studied for over 30 years, but mostly only in F Tu rn the 
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Do you ever use stimulants to aid you in 

studying? 

What t i ypes of stimulants do you use? 
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a . How often do you use stimulants? $ 

ogee | é 
Poe & 

Never | | 

ae aan 
Every so often 

| | 
| | | How do you feel that the stimulants aid you in your 

Only during finals | | studying? 

: | | | 100.00% spade 
Every exam | | | | 

x: |e saload aad pis ud peta giant cigs TA 
| 80.00% | Bee ace nee i os ew sh 

Studying or homework | | ToLOGee | 

60.00% Z 
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% = ew pnomrass 717) aoe 

50.00% nn Za 2 eae 

40.00% ale 

30.00% ie bide Sis Th BOS a ioe ie 

There were 352 on a i 
10.00% | . ass - aa oa 

res po n ses to t h e S u rvey. 0.00, a ES 
Keep me Help meto Allowmeto Helpmeto Help me in 

awake focus accomplish memorize problem 
more things solving 
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A 5 pi e Pigwick Papers, LLC- 
oe i omee Irivia Co eu 

(formerly Bob's Copy Shop - Randall Tower) 

« Theoretically, one could die from caffeine (608) 251-2936 

overdose after about 100 cups of coffee 1401 University Ave. A family owned and operated quick 
in a limited time period oie a period. printer providing affordable, high quality digital 

« Caffeine is on the International fs = z reproduction for more than 30 years! 
Olympic Committee prohibited 7 ~ 

substance list at levels higher than —_ 3 (" Garey eon ath a now nero 
12 micrograms per liter of urine. Se a ae aero 

+ Coffee beans are actually berries a » ee gE Baw 
by definition. Zé. ° » am a] . opies 

¢ About 75% of all caffeine fe my at ey eles pope 

consumed in the United States Pe = + Traneparencies consumed in e s s 4 * Custom Color Calendars 
comes from coffee. —. Vi i + Newsletters 

+ In Britain, instant coffee is Pe. pe * Brochures 
preferred over brew coffee at a a es. ” mg eee oo + Resumes 
ratio of about 10:1. a le Sat/Sun, 4200-500 + Manuals 

« Want fewer bathroom breaks while : + Reports 

getting the same kick? A cup of tea has . pheses * 
about twice the caffeine as a cup of coffee. * Faxing Services 

+ Course Packets 
+ Graphic Design 

Come Visit Us | - Book'et Binding 
+ Hard Bound Books 

On The Web + Large Format Printing and Laminating 
(up to three feet wide!) 

University Of WiscoOnstp..—ngineers jeans 
e Mae sere) 0 0 eae aS * Business Cards 

iS 5 + Book Publishing 
-A chance to use your engineering degree T-shirts 

-work with the largest oe aad * CD Duplication and Jewel Case Printing 
On cutting edge technology www-bobscopyshop.com + and more..... 

-Gain experience no civilian job can equal i 

O If you have 3 or more years left of college T , KC ee 
| leoy| i as LANG 

ed you can st711 join ] (are, \ SHEN Eee 
O . A 5 | he Wacl VANICmAAIC 

eS No obligation and no regrets to find out more ale WISCONSIN 
a] Ae... See 
a Wy MADISON | 

7 www.wisc.edu/afrotc Department of Engineering Professional Development | 
id 608.262.3440 } | 
= Credit Courses at a Distance 

Take on-campus engineering courses via the Internet, in areas including: | 

nl | Biomedical engineering Chemical and biological engineering | 

eel | “Electrical and computer engineering | 
> © Mechanical engineering (controls and polymers) 

. A | ao ' 
Pv) M Technical Chinese M Technical Japanese | 

su Visit epd.engr.wisc.edu/ccd to learn more. 
os | || 
w Master's Degrees at a Distance | ad 

farce © Master of Engineering in Technical Japanese 

@ Master of Engineering in Polymer Engineering and Science 

e@2 © Master of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering 

el {@ Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering | 

| Visit distancedegrees.engr.wisc.edu to learn more. 

ca CALLING ALL ELECTRICAL and Contact us today to learn more: | 
COMPUTER ENGINEERS: 800-462-0876 or 608-262-5516 or custserv@epd.engr.wisc.edu | 
a | Pe eae a | 

> ae | 

FULL TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS available fit ; \ i Fe | 

to any qualified student!!! Fae ae i ce || 
| SN ig a | 

ee 
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There’s a class J 

for that VY, Yr 
. > SS Gee ie 

Computer Science 407 ~~ 

challenges students to develop 

| innovative and functional 
Ce — 

_ mobile phone software | 
. (Sg 
ee PR 

oe eee me 

<a . j 
RS saline op a5 Rese - zt 

2a : » Tn # 

ngineering and computer science At the beginning of the semester, each student something that’s cutting-edge and popular. You 

Fsveens are often stereotyped as having completes two projects designed to teach about —_ don’t get to do that in other classes.” His team is 

mechanical and purely concrete ways of mobile programs and applications. The projects currently working on a real time, real life racing 

thinking, but many times, the most innovative are interesting, but pretty standard for a CS application for runners who are looking to add a 
ideas are born in the minds of UW-Madison’s course. The course quickly becomes unique and _ competitive edge to their workouts. 
aspiring engineers. In order to harness the full exciting when the students begin to work on 
potential of all of its students, UW-Madison _ their final project. Another group in the class is developing software 

offers a wide range of courses where students called EZ Speech that is intended to help mute 

can explore their unique interests and develop Every student designs and creates a working or disabled users to communicate effectively 
their individual talents. A new computer science mobile application that will be available to all _ using their phones. The application shows a list 

class, Computer Science (CS) 407, has further smart phone users around the world. Some of words that automatically adapts to its user’s 

opened doors for students. students work individually, while others form location: for instance, a list of common menu 

groups. The main task for each team is to develop _items might appear when the user is in a coffee 

CS 407 was recently formaly adopted by the a creative, functional and successful application _ shop or restaurant. The user simply presses one 

univeristy as a regular course, previously it was _ for the iPhone. By the end of the semester, each _ of the commands and the phone will speak it. 

the exploratory course CS 638. This course is team will have launched its application, hoping 
the brainchild of professor Suman Banerjee, _ that it makes it to the “top of the charts.” Students have successfully created numerous 

and taps into the emerging world of high-tech unique phone applications in just one semester 

mobile devices. Banerjee’s students learn howto ‘The class and project are both open-ended, of Banerjee’s course. Members of the class found 

write software for mobile phones, and eventually _ leaving it up to the students to design and create __ it fun, rewarding and informative. Classes like 

launch their own working phone applications. any type of application. This differs from many _ CS 407, encourage engineers to use their creative 

CS classes, which often have every student abilities in addition to their logical thought. yp 

The class explores the iPhone, Android and working on a similar task. Unlike most courses 

Windows Mobile computing platforms. The at UW-Madison, the work that students do in Article by: Steve Nelms 
lectures cover all issues concerning mobile the class will instantly be applicable to the real Photography by: Thai Nguyen 
devices and mobile applications. For instance, world, possibly becoming the next Tap-Iap Design by: Patrick Bersch 

how does one deal with the unpredictability | Revenge of the iPhone. 
of wireless coverage? Or how do you create an 
effective yet energy efficient application that A former student of CS 407, Alex Bird, says 
doesn’t eat up precious battery life? that he loves “the cool factor for learning about 

——— 
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1 . 
What's the difference 

; Apple has ruled the world of smart phones with the ever improving iPhone. 

BusRadar for Madison : However, in the past year new companies have challenged the iPhone. Each 

Team Members: Michael Choi, Aleksandr new challenger seems to possess the qualities to dethrone Apple, but the 

DY) creo om VEC iPhone itself is constantly improving. Two of the most capable and popular 

Tac mare Cater ia ta smart phones right now are the Apple iPhone 4 and the Droid X. If you're in 

8 the market for a new phone, or are simply curious of how these two stack up, 
Application Type: ; 

5 check out these comparisons. 
Transportation 

Description: The BusRadar mobile sedated Droid X 

Pree oeB io lemtCoekeerncet Catteni olecte Manufacturer Apple Motorola 

bus times and bus stop locations for the Operating System iOS 4.0 Android 2.1 with Motoblur 

Madison Metro Bus. BusRadar allows users Price $299 (32GB) $200 

° eo kobe bus Sena a Evite! Processor 1GHz 1 GHz 

aaa rT) a sea tacit On-board storage 16 or 32GB 8GB 

rovides real time bus locations througho ‘ j ‘a 
Saal chance Size 4.5 x 2.3 x 0.37 in 5x 2.6x0.4in 
the city. Users can also explore and plan 7 

routes and destinations with a visual Weight 4.8 07. 5.4 07. : 
mapping feature. Camera 5 megapixels 8 megapixels 

Talk Time 7 hours 8 hours 
CO ESC mM ona a 

‘ HDMI capability No Yes 
Video Calling Yes No 

Applications App Store, 225,000 apps Android Market, 65,000 apps 

WiFi Hotspot No Yes 

GoBuzz Mobile AEN cron ( ran elit4) 10 

Team Member: Max Lynch BC awaoe tien Story Cnlcee een ea enan 

ee ee Alex Delga do, Luke Kahovec Cody Hanson, David Capel 

ene Platform: iPhone Platform: Android 
pplication Type: 

Business — Relationship Management Application Type: Fun/Sports/Running Application Type: Game 

Description: GoBuzz is a mobile Description: MapRace is a name- Description: IO is a top down, scrolling 

application for a firm, GoBuzz.com that pending mobile application for a real space shooter game. IO utilizes many of 

provides relationship intelligence for time, real life race. This application acts the unique Android capabilities, including 

professionals who need important and as a kind of game that adds competition the touch screen, accelerometer and 

timely information about their contacts to your outdoor exercise. Users can create internet connectivity. IO even offers users 

and clients. For instance, a professional a new race or search for an existing race the ability to post their scores to their 

might want to look up information about EVR RE TeCHn met onn own Twitter page or the official IO page at 

ae contact . iad Fro pee going to OPPS NCa CR TTS ears http://twitter.com/ioandroid. 

2 caw iar se Spare the freedom and creativity that CS 407 Class Notes: “It's really exciting to be 

Sc aee a a a oR ORT COnC working on the cutting edge of hardware 
Plc and software, utilizing such exciting 

Class Notes: This is first iPhone project that social networks like Twitter, to bring 

Max has created, and he found it difficult to together the connected Web 2.0 integrated 

CReVIyTeMmUrme Ni CQeovestiicoecacmocanranic asoeom eS erp S Nan 

on the iPhone software development kit. 
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T Mlash back to 1992: your family is bringing on Facebook, computers have become an essen- _at least once a week, but mainly for exams. Last 

rt home a computer for the first time. Card- _ tial part of a student's life. year, I had [a rented laptop] about 90 percent of 

4 board boxes and styrofoam packing are the year. I would take one back and check one 

scattered about the room. On the once-barren Although a quick glance around a coffee shop, out immediately. I didn’t always need it but it 

desk now sits what appears to be another TV with — library or the Union may suggest otherwise, made [studying] so much more convenient.” 

its own mess of wires and a matching cream-col- _ not everyone on campus has a laptop. Despite 
ored box on the ground. Someone plugs it in and the conveniences that prompt many students to Through the campus program, students can 

turns it on. The box beeps and the screen blinks _ bring their own portable computer to college, it check out a laptop at any library and some 

to life. You soon begin to realize that this ‘TV’ is not a necessity. The Department of Informa- dormitories for up to three days. In the past, 

responds to your every command, be it through tion Technology (DoIT) and Computer Aided _ the laptop lending program allowed students 

a movement of the mouse or a touch of the key- | Engineering (CAE) offer students 18 comput- to check out laptops as often as possible. Due 

board. The future was finally in your home. ing labs around campus, and each computer is _ to the frequency with which some students use 

equipped with thousands of dollars of software, _ the program, a new rule was implemented that 

Back in the present, that lovable machine that from Adobe Photoshop to AutoCAD. now limits students to 20 checkouts per semes- 

overwhelmed the desk at home isn’t exactly ter. This could force students like Sterling to 

the American dream anymore. Today, laptops For those looking for the mobility offered by _ plan for when renting a laptop is truly neces- 

rule the computing world. Sure, there are still a laptop, UW InfoLabs offers an equipment _ sary. “I think it goes against the purpose of the 

a respectable number of students on campus checkout system through which students can program. The program exists to supply you a 

with desktop computers, but the portability rent laptops. We spoke with Chandler Sterling, laptop if you need it, not for students to have 

of a laptop is an incredibly attractive feature a junior at UW-Madison, who takes full ad- to prioritize their whole year to figure out ex- 

for on-the-go students. However, that does not vantage of the program, even though he owns actly when a laptop will be most convenient,” 

always mean that the laptop is the best choice a desktop computer. “I use the rental program Sterling says. 

for everyone. 

a ———$$________—— . Pe ps 
“Last year, | had [a rented re — 

laptop] about 90 percent of the we Sel 

year. | would take one back and ys 
check one out immediately. ” A. ga 

-Chandler Sterling . : j ee 
———————————eesesheh—CdSaMr ce SAS eee ‘ 

x a : 
The immediate allure of laptops is rather obvi- y Ke al , . 

ous. The convenience of a laptop’s size allows it )) 

to be carried around campus as if it were just i sy 

another textbook. On campus, courses often re- t a enn 
quire use of the internet, paralleling the nation’s : 

general dependence on technology. From down- 7 

loading assignments and taking online quizzes, . 

to checking Gmail and socializing with friends | Laptops provide the convenience of studying everywhere, including on Bascom Hill. 

SS 
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For students who choose to purchase a com- __ advantages. For instance, desktops shine when it suits you comes down to personal preference 

puter, laptops are typically more expensive comes to processing, as larger processing hardware and _ lifestyle. Desktops are generally more 
than desktops but offer the convenience of _ fits more easily into the desktops for a lower price powerful, cheaper for the money, and can 
portability. A new laptop battery can last for than laptops. The way technology progresses, new _ boast larger screens, while laptops are for on- 
several hours. However, over its lifetime a bat- _ hardware often starts large and gets smaller (and _ the-go individuals and offer the convenience 
tery’s ability to hold a charge depletes. This cheaper) with innovation. If you run processing- a bulky desktop can’t give. For those who 
limits the user to only a few minutes of mo- _ intensive programs, such as video editing soft- prefer not to purchase their own laptop, DoIT 
bility effectively anchoring the computer to _ ware or video games, a desktop is often the better and CAE computer labs offer students top- 
a power outlet. Replacement batteries can be choice. You can buy laptops that have the ability to of-the-line computers with software in their 
purchased, but they’re usually pricey. Rather smoothly run these programs, but prepare to part _ labs, and the library offers the rental laptop 
than buy a new battery, most students turn to _ with more of your hard-earned cash. program for students looking for more porta- 
one of the best-loved games on campus: a hunt bility. Regardless the scenario, a look around 
for the open outlet. Another advantage of the desktop computer is campus shows that computers have come 

the larger screen size, especially for those who _a long way since the beige box your parents 
Some areas, such as College Library’s study _ work with graphics or design. The biggest screen brought home eighteen years ago. WB 
rooms, have recently installed tables with you'll find fora laptop is usually only around 20 

enough outlets for as many computer users _ inches, but with a screen that size, you will be Article by: Nathan Galep & Joshua Dawson 
as there are chairs. Other studying hotspots, giving away a good amount of portability as | Photography by: Rachel Feil 
however, were built before the electronic well. For a desktop, with the right video card, Design by: Sarah Sandock 
charging era, and simply do not have enough you can hook up an LCD TV or even multiple 
space to facilitate the growing number of lap- _ monitors to satisfy your visual needs. While 
tops. In this case, students must get creative some laptops can connect to multiple moni- 
to power their laptops. They often take turns __ tors, it seems rather pointless to haul around a 
using different computers, swapping out char- monitor just to have a second screen. 
gers and even bringing their own power strips 

to favorite study spots. The exponential growth of computer users 
in the past several years indicates that both 

In addition to not requiring a constant search for laptop and desktop models will only become 
electricity, desktop computers have other definite | more ubiquitous in the future. Which choice 

}) GENENCOR’ : TmUeAY ee) CTKOUT ATCC INM NITRA en B 
Sw A Danisco Division @ ] 7 1 1 a ATA Se Cee are Lao ak yt Cer 

Work Hard, Play Hard, Change the World! 

That's our mantra at Genencor. Recognized as the Best Medium- - Substation desen r Supe a al : foe 

Sized Company to Wo in America by the Great Place to Work management eo Dinaikgted + Planning and studies 

Institute in 2005 and: : 009 Manufacturing Business of the Year * Relaying, control generation and » Richt-of: 
in Beloit, Wisconsin: we'ré ¢hangingithe world and having fun doing and instrumentation interconnection acniaion”, 

it. Check our website often'to find internship, co-op, and full-time systems Transmission and « Tidneial ant 
opportunities for Chemical Engineering majors at our Beloit, Wis- * Mapping distribution commercial 

consin manufacturing plant, and others at our sites around the 

ee VW Exponential Engineering Company 
www. genencor.com Together we can. Phone: (970) 207-9648 | exponentialengineering.com 

GULLIVER’S TRAVELS + Airports aa. 

1605 Monroe St., Madison Wi53711 }] pe manors Seti e5) DATASYST | 
Phone 608-256-4444 / 800-236-4404 s Environmental SSS e tremeerine 8 Testing Sermnns, toe 

LISSA MARTIN, Director Engineers and Architects, Municipal Putting Design to the Test 
Email: info@gulliverstvl.com Improving Communities = Vibration, Shock, Seismic 

www.gulliverstvl.vacation.com Sete B00 Lee Temperature, Humidity, Altitude 

FULL SERVICE TRAVEL AGENCY SPECIALIZING IN becherhoppe.com . ee 800-969-4060 an 

CORPORATE, INTERNATIONAL AND LEISURE TRAVEL wow DATASYSTtestcom cen. No Dior at 

"gq a Geof Schmitz 
EMCS" 5] Perec is President 

engineering = Sonam ISLAND GITY... 
consulting a : ‘ Gees Poe tenis New Product Development Center (NPDC) 

services " 2 1800 West Taylor St. 
4 7 a 2001 West Beltline Highway, Suite #100 Merrill, WI 54452 

Providing op quality, professional = Madison, WI 53713 TEL: 715-536-8600 
solutions for planning, engineering > Telephone: (608) 242-9322 Fax: (608) 442-8073 FAX: 715-536-8660 

design and construction. mm ( Claims: 1-800-841-3000 BSchroeder@geico.com islandeityeng@msn.com 
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Going from backpacks to briefcases 

ee 

™ NS 
s : 

N \_ Alright, set aside your physics homework and take a shot at this riddle. 
@ x 
“ mM a A 5 A . a A r . \. 80 percent of all engineering students will do it during their stay at UW-Madison. 

x \ _ % N 

x \. 60 percent will do it within the state of Wisconsin. 
XN N 4 
X . 

XN . 15 percent will travel outside of the Midwest region to do it. 
‘ ‘N q 

x ‘N Uy ae hd 
N N 

t is participating in an internship or co-op. _ A co-op is generally a six month stint, whereas _ Illinois. During his semester-long co-op LaQua 

Roughly 80 to 85 percent of all engineering _an internship takes place only over the sum- was able to try his hand at designing and test- 

students will set their textbooks aside mer months. ECS re- _ ing ram air turbines, which are the emergency 

and forget about final ¥ th a quires four things of _ power systems found on most aircrafts. LaQua, 
exams to take on the [RR < all internships and whois pursuing a degree in material sciences en- 
role of a real engineer yu 7 f co-ops: First, stu- gineering, says this opportunity gave hima lot of 

at some point in their | dents must have a hands-on experience in his field. 

academic careers. No ee | 40-hour work week. 

exams, no term pa- ye ' Gi } Second, the intern- | When asked what his favorite part of the ex- 
baie os ihe i i : : “« & pers, no obnoxious a ayy ee ey. ship must involve perience he quickly says, “The meetings. I 

9:30 AM power lec- [Rae Wy a wee A engineering work. actually loved the meetings.” LaQua says the 
tures ... sounds awe- li a Ae ue eed Mhird, -the:studemt:: jaa es 

ee OS ft y ee St 
some, right? én, al MW, Ay 7 @| mustbe supervised “1 was able to learn a lot more 

wey ae =a | by an_ engineer, a 
But are you ready to "4 ee ya 4 ES and finally, it must by actually taking on the role 

, : eee . s trade in your backpack _ a Ce bea paid position. as an engineer and doing the 
Pea hrietcace Lor . 3 S) ents . for a briefcase? For those - ¢ 3 Many _ students hands-on work | did” 

students who are ready ee 2 also have the op- 

and willing to take on a 4 portunity to earn 

real engineering job, the = credit. Archam- -Brian LaQua 

opportunities are avail- a baile Said rroSt. qc eee eee me net 

able, and Engineering Ca- 8 participate in 

reer Services (ECS) is the ea internships or _ staff meetings allowed him to learn a lot from 

best place to find them. Name: Brian LaQua co-ops during the more experienced staff members. He also 

Engineering Career Ser- Year: Junior their junior or — says that his classes at UW-Madison prepared 

vices’ main role is to match hanical Engineering Co-Op senior year, but him quite well for his position, and he was 

employers who are look- Mec Rockford, Mlinois some do take able to apply a lot of what he had learned in 

ing for co-op students and advantage of class to his daily tasks. “I was able to learn 
interns with the students the opportunity sooner. He said General a lot more by actually taking on the role of 
seeking these positions. John Archambault, Electric has actually started recruiting freshman an engineer and doing the hands-on work I 

the director of ECS, believes close to 95 per- for summer internships, hoping to find students _ did,” he says. He also learned a lot about the 
cent of students utilize the services of ECS at who will stay with the company throughout computing tools he used nearly every day on 

some point. Archambault stresses that ECS isa _ their college career, and who can ultimately be _ the job, including Microsoft Excel and Uni- 

great place to start your search, but encourages _ hired full-time after graduation. graphics. When asked if he plans to work for 
students to also “actively search” for research the same company in the future, he jokingly 
companies and opportunities independently. _ Last spring, junior Brian LaQua ditched the rig- says, “Well, I guess that is up to them,” then 
“The reality is there are three of us [working at _ orous engineering curriculum at UW-Madison — adds more seriously, “but I would definitely 
ECS] and 3,200 students,” he says. to take on the role as an engineer in Rockford, consider such an offer.” 

eee 
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Bob Hocraffer, who will graduate from UW- The summer after her freshman year at UW- _ est position gave her a more hands-on engineer- 
Madison this December, took on his first real | Madison, junior Katie Wichman found herself ing experience, spending a lot of time working 
engineering job in the spring of his junior year. _ the youngest intern among thousands of engi- _ with CAD and SolidWorks. 
Hocraffer spent a semester in Fitchburg practic- _ neers working ina large engineering firm. Wich- 
ing reliability engineering. He worked on man worked in the purchasing department and ,, . 
designing and implement- handled orders for the parts used in the mak- It reinforced the need for many 
ing tests to evaluate the ing of medical devices. Of the classes | have taken and 
strength and fatigue life of Although she said the things that | was taught.” 
mechanical components. she spent a lot of 
Hocraffer said his co-op her time doing te- 
made him appreciate the dious work, she also -Bob Hocraffer 
value of the classes he had had the Opportunity esses 
taken. “The job gave me to learn a lot about 
a very specific use for the the way the compa- LaQua, Hocraffer and Wichman all learned 
skills and knowledge I ny functioned. “My through their experiences that what is taught 
have gained throughout company treated the _ in classes is applicable to the working world. So 
college. It reinforced interns very well, they _ the next time you find yourself sitting through a 
the need for many of made us feel appreci- _ physics lecture, convinced none the information 
the classes I have taken 2 ated. We were given spewing out of the professor's mouth will ever 
and the things that I $ complete tours of the fa- serve a purpose, remember that it will. Still not 

was taught,” he says. @ cilities which was really convinced? Head over to Engineering Career 
Hocraffer said he was ¥ interesting,” she says. Services and start searching for a co-op or in- 
surprised how easy N  Wichman was surprised _ ternship of your own. Ye 
it was to transition ame: Katie Wichman = how well the work ethic 
from the classroom Purchas; Year: Junior she has gained in school 

lasing D . - 
to the workplace, Ph, Partment ine carried over to the work 
noting that the ymouth, Minnesota ern place. “I found I was bet- Article by: Kelsey Coleman 
switch from the ter at taking notes during Design by: Tessa Chia 
theories presented in the classroom to presentations and finishing 
the actual implementation on the job was easier tasks on time than some of the hired 
than he expected. Hocraffer worked with the _ workers.” Wichman interned with same compa- 
same company again this past summer and has _ ny this past summer as well, this time working on 
been offered a full-time position. the equipment for the production lines. Her lat- 

Come visit us at the Computer Science Career Fair 

in the Computer Science Center on September 14. 

a La On September 15, join us at the Engineering 
; - Career Fair in the Engineering Center, and after 

b the career fair at an Info Session at 5:30 p.m. 

bulia conriaence. 
You're good at building everything else - structures, platforms, systems. Why not apply those 

skills to a career at GE, where you'll thrive in our learning-oriented, developmental culture, and 
build the confidence to be a leader in technological innovation. Have the pride of knowing that 

the work you do will have a real impact on the future. Whether your interests lie in engineering, 
finance, manufacturing, marketing and sales, human resources or information technology, we 
have an opportunity for you to join GE in creating a better world for generations to come. 

imagination at work ge.com/careers
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° ° ° ° ° ° ‘ 
A look into one of the most notorious courses in the engineering curriculum: 

° ° 
senior design. 

PFJ the capstone course: everyone has heard are trying to demonstrate that engineering is The biomedical engineering department 

| tales about it, and no other family of — lifelong learning.” As the name suggests, the takes a slightly different approach. Students 
A. courses in the College of Engineering senior design project is a course traditionally are divided into groups by lottery, and their 

breeds a more concentrated mixture of curios- _ taken by seniors that involves selecting a top- _ projects are assigned in the same way. An- 

ity and apprehension. For many students, the _ ic and working in a group to design a device, _ other difference is that students in biomedi- 
senior design or “capstone” course isa require- _ product or system around that topic. The proj- cal engineering participate in six semesters 

ment that looms large over the curriculum, a _ ects and the specifics of the courses, however, _ of intense design, more than other engineer- 
mysterious gatekeeper standing watch over tend to vary dramatically from field to field. ing majors. “No other department in the 
their diploma. However, the capstone course United States, that we know of, has design 
is a class striving to be more than a dreaded Kim Manner, senior lecturer in mechanical throughout the curriculum, in any disci- 
requirement. Students who challenge it and engineering and instructor of the ME senior _ pline,” Tompkins says. 
overcome it, report themselves far better off design class, encourages his students to “fix 
from the experience. Professor Willis J. Tomp- a problem.” Students in his class are supplied _The civil and environmental engineering de- 
kins, associate chair of the biomedical engi- with a list of possible engineering problems _ partment’s undergraduate degree culminates 
neering department says, “A lot of the stuff to solve, but are given a great deal of freedom _in the capstone course, CEE 578, where stu- 
[students] learn in this course can’t be found _ in selecting their topic. They are advised to dents submit plans and proposals for civil 
in a textbook. They have to go find the answers match their interests and skills to a project construction projects. Like mechanical en- 
themselves somewhere out there.” that they are passionate about. One of the gineering, the teams are formed based on 

groups in Manner’s class constructed a basic the interests of the students. As Professor 
But what is the capstone project? What purpose __ utility vehicle for use in disaster relief, an en- Jeffrey S. Russell, chair of civil and environ- 
does it serve, other than eating up the lives of  deavor the students say the recent earthquake _ mental engineering, says, “We ask them what 
engineering students? Tompkins says, “We in Haiti inspired them to undertake. they want to do for a living, then we form the 
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The Basic Utility Vehicle capstone group from (left to right) James Pradun, Joe Azukas, Adam Laurent, Jared Amundson and Andrew 

Knuteson present their design to the rest of the mechanical engineering capstone groups. 
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teams.” A typical team consists of four senior ee 
students, an advisor who acts as the qual- z ez »@ 
ity control manager and a “mentor” who is a = hb a 
practicing engineer recruited from industry. #8 * 

Students in mechanical engineering reported ig | A 
spending an average of four hours a week in 2 iy lle bk, 4 
class for capstone, and more outside as they “ | al My, ~~ 
approached the end of the semester. When a VY) fy i AY 
asked about their coursework, many students .e : y f = 
reported a great amount of satisfaction with Pa oa) 
the content of the course. The capstone proj- ) A 5 
ects are designed in the spirit of “lifelong Zz | )) y 
learning,” with the students undertaking / Ui 

the lion’s share of the responsibility. The stu- a sy, A — 7 | 
dents are given guidelines, but are responsible i Bt A | B| 
for the majority of their work. They produce Vy ce ed 
regular reports and keep a detailed project : nit ’ a a 
notebook in order to simulate, as accurately = \_\) Me: aes Es ~ yi 

as possible, the experience of working on a Members of the Water-Wagon group present their mobile water purification device that 
team-based project in industry. purifies water via a pump run by the movement of the cart. 

Graduate students are also involved in the With all the hubbub surrounding capstone, there were some frustrations, with major con- 
capstone courses in some of the departments. how do students actually feel about the straints being time and money, and the team 
The civil and environmental engineering de- _ course? Students generally seem excited about working to find more resources. But looking 
partment hires teaching assistants to grade stepping into the course, finding the idea of _ back, though six semesters in biomedical en- 
some assignments and to deliver generalengi- “getting their hands dirty” appealing as they _ gineering might at first seem a lot, you keep 
neering facts to undergraduates. As Michael apply the engineering principles they've been _ learning stuff and the destination is worth the 
D. Doran, adjunct professor of civil and en- learning for the past few years. AsSeethapathy _ journey,” he says. 
vironmental engineering, says, “teaching as- _ says, “[The capstone course is] as close as you 
sistants act as mass communicators between can get to doing a live industry project when ‘The capstone courses do not serve simply as 
the professors and the undergraduates.” The in school.” Having worked with a team on windows into the world of professional engi- 
industrial and systems engineering (ISyE) de- _ reducing lead times in a Madison-based com- _ neering, they also open doors to step out into 
partment, along with the manufacturing sys- _ pany, RenewAire, she says, “The whole course _ the real world. “The chances are high to be 
tems engineering department, offers the ISyE is about going out to the industry, talking to called as interns to the clients’ companies for 
641 course, which acts as the capstone course _ them, getting their problems and solving it for implementing the proposed solutions. And 
for manufacturing systems and a senior elec- _ them. It is not completely just academic, since _ then one day, you might find yourself being 
tive for the industrial department. Unlike the industries are very serious about the solu- recruited by them,” Seethapathy says. 
many of the other courses, graduate students _ tions and get them implemented.” 
forma large part of this.course..A team in SS The capstone courses across the College of 
ISyE consists of one or two undergraduate “K lot of stuff [students] learn Engineering nurture creativity and respon- 
students, a graduate student and a person who i a ; sible engineering. Together, the teams strive 
has been exposed to the industry and its prac- in this course can’t be found to deliver novel, cost-effective and sustain- 
tices for a year or more. in a textbook. They have to able solutions to the community. Students 

find the answers themselves and professors are eager to find the best so- 
But why a capstone? Why is this particular > lutions to the problems presented to them. 
breed of course found in most the engineering somewhere out there. “It’s an evolving thing, we learn more as we 
programs at UW-Madison and in engineering do it. We try our best as a team and develop 
curriculums across the country? The key is ex- -Professor Willis J. Tompkins in the face of a real world challenge,” Profes- 
perience. When the students step into the de- sor Doran says. And students aren’t the only 
signiclasctoommuor the firs itime, Chey. te, (Oe Se ones who benefit from the capstone courses. 

the most part, without real world experience Doran says, “The students teach us a lot: what 
in engineering. The purpose of the capstone This high level of involvement does have a they want to learn, the method they want to 
project is to instill a certain amount of confi- flipside. Most students currently taking the _ learn in and in the environment they want to 
dence and worldliness to the students before course feel they should earn more credits for learn it ine 
they are let loose on industry. Manner says, _ their work. However, most students also rec- 
“T tell the students when they start this course ognize that the experince they gain is more 
that they’re already engineers. They’re not go- valuable than academic credit. Dr John P. 
ing to get much smarter in three months, so Puccinelli, faculty associate in biomedical Article by: Casey Sennot & 
they just need confidence in their abilities.” engineering, earned his undergraduate and Vindhya Venkatraman 
Thus, the capstone course also strives to im- postgraduate degrees from UW-Madison. Photography by: Danny Marchewka 
part confidence in a group of seniors who, for Having gone through capstone himself, he Design by: Benjamin ward 
all intents and purposes, are fully qualified knows firsthand the great and not-so-great 
for entry-level jobs in industry. aspects of the course. “There were times when 
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ae * investigate E. Coli amidst _ 
mounds:of poop RK 
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¥ na society so immersed in consumerism, bacteria can be transferred to cow meat or Medicine. They were kind enough to talk 

9 product recalls and contamination are nearby crops, and later to grocery stores and about their experiences with this harmful 

AA just a way of life. Perhaps you remember __ restaurants. bacteria born in a sea of manure. Because 

2009, when Nestlé Toll House cookies were re- the actual lab requires a level 3 safety clear- 

called for an E. coli contamination that made We had the opportunity to meet with two ance (out of 5), we were unable to walk 

many consumers sick, or maybe when you undergraduates working in Dr. Dépfer’s around. Maybe that is for the better; al- 

were denied your Gordita Taco from Taco Bell lab. Kristen Kerrish and Kelly Pertzborn though we enjoy cow poop just as much as 

because of the same bacteria, found in their are juniors studying biology who both plan _ the next person, hearing about it from Ker- 

diced lettuce. The government works very to continue on to the School of Veterinary rish and Pertzborn was enough. 

hard at preventing these situations by grant- 

ing money to laboratories, which in turn work —— . ee 

to track and understand dangerous produc- 

tion mechanisms that may lead to outbreaks. lie ad 

Here on the UW-Madison campus, Dr. Dérte . al a .] 

Dépfer’s laboratory in the School of Veteri- . —— 

nary Medicine was recently awarded federal "eee 

stimulus money to study the most deadly of aaa 

all E. coli strains: E. coli 0157:H7. — Po ts 

E. coli, short for Escherichia coli, is a bacte- ‘ee ial } 

rium that develops in the intestine of many - / 

warm-blooded animals. Though there are = z 

hundreds of different strains of E. coli, only = 4 

five of them are harmful to our health, and eo ‘ : 

these five strains can be very detrimental. In . 

fact, just three cells of the strain studied here . : 

at UW-Madison can kill a human. 

The Dépfer lab is focused on cows as a source _ ao 

of the E. coli bacteria. When cows are six to , : 

eight weeks old, their manure starts to contain ” As 

E. coli. If a farmer is not extremely cautious, E ee Fs 

i OOOO 
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to analyze the characteristics of the particu- 
lar phages. With this information they hope to 

- gain an understanding of which stressors affect 
oh iy ge the phages, and which strains are more likely to 

ii fi “ae ~ oN ae oe release phages. This will add to the knowledge 

i: bd Be ws 4 Ps a ER ie ry about the danger of manure, and will hopefully 
l= i 2 “ > NN i give farmers a greater understanding of the best 

lemme se = . ie ooo ways to deal with cow excrement. 

Oey Ta 
“Ultimately Dr. Dépfer’s research aims to im- 

- prove the health and safety of people working 
: + = | in the industry as well as the consumer and the 

animals involved,” Kerrish says. 

The project is funded by the federal govern- 
a ment’s federal stimulus package that resulted 

ae from The American Recovery and Reinvestment 
am 9 Act. Part of this funding includes a $1 million 
| grant from the National Science Foundation to 

H Dr. Dépfer and Professor Charles Kaspar’s labs, 
a , which are researching E. coli. Though this is 

a quite an achievement, it’s only one of many for 
a Dr. Dopfer. As a septalinguist, Dr. Dépfer has 

traveled all over the world, gaining a wealth of 
, experience that she shares with fellow colleagues 

eS Ps z ‘ and student researchers. 

As for Kerrish and Pertzborn, they could never 
have imagined how much they would learn from 

3 - studying something so seemingly common— 

Kristen Kerrish and Kelly Pertzborn at the Pertzborn family farm. and Gispusting as manure: PUL over ie ee 
several months they have learned that you can’t 

Kerrish was part of the farm crew in the School The phages that come from the 0157:H7 strain _ judge a lab by its odor. we 
of Veterinary Medicine when she asked Dr. can form what is called a “plaque” when they are ; 
Dépfer if she could do her Biology 152 intern- stressed. Unlike the dental plaque, this plaque Article by: Davie Beirman & Kate Slatterly 
ship with her. Though denied this position, Ker- develops on the Petri dish, and is carefully Photography by: Anna Stonehouse 
rish was offered a summer job in Dr. Dépfer’s studied by Kerrish and Pertzborn. They look Design by: Stephanie Kunkel 
laboratory. Since then, Kerrish has been able to for multiple plaques from the same genotype 
contribute to the project, learning more than she 
cares to know about E. coli. Pertzborn found the 
project through a family friend who helps out at F b h 
her farm. Eager to get involved in undergraduate acts a O ut p ag es! 
research, Pertzborn soon joined in on the action. ; f f P ; Both girls work about ae eel ms ihe Bacteriophages (phages) are viruses that infect bacteria. Typical 
lab, and eventually hope to publish a paper on phages have hollow heads and tunnel tails, the tips of which 
their results. Throughout their research, the stu- have the ability to bind to specific molecules on the surface of 
dents have been thankful for the independence their target bacteria. The viral DNA is then injected through the 
Dr. Dépfer has granted them. “Dr. Dépfer has tail into the host cell, where it directs the production of progeny 
created an educational environment for under- phages often over a hundred in half an hour. a 
grads by giving us the opportunity to actually J ®& 
conduct research of our own in a safe and intel- & ey > 
lectually stimulating setting,” Kerrish says. Head containing DNA 6 | 

Each week, Kerrish and Pertzborn work on a ad a 
project that serves as background research for Neck ry 
a grant that wu fund yet ance project ot to Helical sheath A /\ rs) 
start in two years. Their main goal in the proj- \h 

ect is to get E. coli to release phages, or bacteria- ei /1\\ 5 
infecting viruses, by putting them under various Tail fiber a >) 

stresses. While Kerrish and Pertzborn thought Baseplate [Na 
a nice dose of midterms and lab reports would 
provide enough stress, it turns out that the E. 
coli responds better to UV light or antibiotics. For more information, visit www.phages.org 
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Bold. Conservation. Are you drawn to beautiful designs and innovative technologies that help us live 

smarter, easier lives with greater sustainability? Kohler Co., a world-class manufacturer of exceptional 

kitchen and bath products, engines and power generation systems, distinguished furniture, and 

renowned for luxurious hospitality businesses, is seeking to fill the role of Engineering Co-op. Be part of 

the Kohler team and influence the next generation of kitchen and bath design. 

This Mechanical Engineering Co-op assignment will be a six to eight month continuous term, 

consisting of the summer months and the prior or following school semester. This six to eight 

month term allows adequate time for meaningful project work and learning. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

This qualified student will experience a very broad range of topics and work environments related to 

product development, manufacturing, testing, quality, cross-functional teamwork, and communication 

skills. Student will be assigned to assist engineers on several key projects and perform individual smaller 

scale projects. As the term progresses, more focus will be given to student’s area of interest and level of 

responsibility is raised for assigned projects. Throughout the term, the student is evaluated for 

permanent hire. 

TRAINING 

Co-op will be assigned to one of the core plumbing product lines (i.e., Faucets, Bathing, or Sanitary), 

working closely with department engineers to establish product, performance, and test specifications 

and designs. The program will provide one or more projects that highlight all phases of new product 

development. Projects will also provide cross functional exposure to areas such as Industrial Design, 

Marketing, Purchasing and Quality. Time will be spent in the test lab to gain an understanding of the 

testing protocol and data generation for various projects. Student will be exposed to the manufacturing 

areas of Kohler Co. through project work, plant tours and learning assignments. Co-op may be required 

to travel to one of our off-site plants to meet these goals. 

Areas of engineering the student will be exposed to include: 

e DFMEA, DFSS, and QFD 

e CAD/CAM/CAE 

e Concurrent process and product design 

e Material selection and testing 

Co-op will have regularly scheduled reviews with engineers and management to assist in 

personal growth and career determination. 

EDUCATION 

Junior or Senior level in an ABET accredited school of Engineering working towards a Bachelor of Science 

degree in Mechanical Engineering. Bring your passion for excellence to Kohler, and build your future 

with an innovative organization. 

Kohler Co. is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

Apply to KCO@kohler.com and include the PD# 60036600
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Class Description [units | Status 

Confidence 101 | Life lessons with Professor Park ff 

CC ne does not discover new lands without consenting “Most of the classes I teach are for seniors and graduate students, 

QO to lose sight of the shore for a very long time.” This and mentally, I think they should be prepared for the job and real 

quote by French author Andre Gide was exactly why world work.” In fact, with economic troubles and an uncertain job 

Jim Park, professor of civil and environmental engineering, set sail market, the best way to make students indispensible is to make sure 

from his homeland of South Korea years ago searching for a new they are well-prepared. To promote preparedness, Park utilizes 

shore. Three continents and several universities later, Park landed open-ended problems, group projects and discussions, as well as 

at UW-Madison with a world’s worth of experience. He has only _ real world examples in order to better prepare his students. Park 

built on this experience during his time at UW-Madison, molding admits, however, that giving students a real world problem often 

it into a unique academic ideology. All professors make findings in causes them to panic, since these problems will likely have a few 

the lab, findings that may be new from a scientific point of view, but key parameters missing. “In the real world, that’s what we will have. 

Park’s discovery is much deeper, and much more involved: Park has That’s why we need some more open-ended education.” 

discovered how to change students’ lives. He has discovered how to 

leave a lasting impact that allows students to reach new heights and _ Park notes that a proper, open-ended education is about much more 

inspire them to discover new lands of their own. than just “mental preparation.” He sees that many students are lack- 

Before landing on the beautiful shores of Lake Mendota, Professor 
Park attended four different universities on three continents. He re- 
ceived his bachelor’s degree from Yonsei University and his master’s 
degree from Seoul National University, both of which are located in 
Seoul, South Korea. Park then gained some work experience with a 
construction company in Australia, before obtaining a Ph.D. at the 
University of Newcastle upon Tyne in England. 

“The reason that I went to the United Kingdom ... is that at the time, P : 1 E bs | 

the U.K. was the best,” Park says, referring to the program through — i te = 
which he did his primary research in river restoration. Once he (al ere sy WM ith fy i tam 
completed his P.h.D. research, Park took a research position at UC- SII we WALI Y YE A wor me 3 —_] leer 
Berkeley. He hoped to put his expertise to good use in his home ie So | if ve eee 

country of South Korea, but realized that political, technological | £1 u yee ’ 

and economic roadblocks would make that impossible, so he settled Ph H a a 

for California UC-Berkeley. After three years in California, Park |; mi 
was offered the job here at UW-Madison. eee | 

Bee | 

It has been 22 years since Park arrived in Madison. He looks back : = 

with some regret for falling into what many see as a common trap 
at UW-Madison those first few years: he spent too much time on 

his research and not enough time focusing on teaching. “Before, ; 

my focus was my research. I feel really bad about it,” he says. Park 
notes that at one point he had 17 Ph.D. and master’s students on 
top of his teaching responsibilities, leaving him little time to focus 
on his courses. 

Since then, Park has found that there are much greater rewards than 
those achievable through research. “Now, I spend a lot more time 
teaching ... preparing lecture notes and [improving] my way of ex- 
plaining certain things so a student can learn quicker and better.” 

Speaking with visible passion, Park makes it extremely clear that he _ Prof. Park above a tank at a water treatment facility that utilizes 

has made his students’ well-being his responsibility. microbes to consume harmful bacteria. 

i ee —— EE 
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often prompts students to organize their time better, which Park can 
then see materialize into better homework and exam grades. 

Park also stresses the need of a firm philosophical foundation. This 
foundation can serve as part of the motivation that students need 

4 Fal to get through tougher times, and Park helps students build this 

? ee. foundation by introducing them to such philosophical questions as, 

4 SS Se 

f } P “Why don’t you try to push yourself and test 

re yourself ... and see how far you can go,” 

~ -Professor Jim Park 
: a 

: “Who are you? What do you want to do? What’s your role?” Park 

also notes that once students have this sort of philosophical sense, 

¥ P they can expand their thinking and explore their creativity. 

4 dg 
zr “We can do a lot of things if we are creative,” Park says, citing some 
(ae positive consequences of creativity, such as the invention of the ice 

ie | cream cone and J.K. Rowling’s rags to riches tale. Park often refer- 

j ‘f 2 : ences another quote from Andre Gide to motivate his students: “Be 

Fi = faithful to that which exists nowhere but in yourself, and thus make 

F eS yourself indispensible.” 
; | 

/ El \ These are the words that have pushed Park to realize his own dream: 

a —_™ he is finally able to bring his expertise home to South Korea. He is 

a j i «A serving the Korean government as an advisor on a $22 billion river 

s restoration project, which is focused on improving the water qual- 

F ity of four major rivers. The project will be ongoing for the next 

 ” j three years and will require Park to make several trips per year to 

j f South Korea. “I’m really glad that finally I can use my knowledge for 

- , Korea. I really appreciate what I am now, because I can give some 

Inside the classroom, Prof. Park likes to motivate his students by help and I can influence somebody.” Park has reached this point by 

asking hypothetical questions that guide them in prioritizing their drawing on his own motivation, which includes the knowledge that 

commitments. 10,000 people die every day because of a lack of basic sanitation. 

“[m glad that I am in [environmental engineering] because I can 

ing optimism, motivation, and in some cases, creativity. “In educa- change that.” 

tion, if we cannot change that, then we’re in trouble.” 
Here on campus, Park is making a different kind of impact. “I 

Park likens this situation to that of a chimpanzees’ DNA. With a know now how I can change students,” he says. For Park, this is 

minor change to a chimp’s DNA, you can end up with the drastically _ the most rewarding part of the whole job. “If I can [do that], then 

different human being. With a minor change to a student’s attitude, it’s all worthwhile.” Wp 

you can end up with a student much more likely to succeed at every- 

thing they do. Park notes that when you find a way to get a student Article by: Marcus Hawkins 

interested in a subject, “their focus is different, and they willdo very Photography by: Alyssa George 

well. If you trigger that, then [the student] will do a lot better with Design by: Mark Cole 

other courses or other things.” 

Since Park has made the effort to ensure students’ ‘survival’ now and 
in the uncertain future, it’s no wonder he stresses the importance of 

optimism. “If you are optimistic, you can survive everywhere,” he MSA 

says. Park realizes, however, that the stresses of being a student can nS) 

make it difficult to remain optimistic. “If you try and fail, try and Te a 

fail, you cannot be optimistic ... it’s hard. But if you program your- 

self, you can do that,” says Park. “When [students] graduate, they eas lay { e J 

can survive everywhere with that kind of attitude.” 

Park has also found that motivating students is an important tool for 
changing their attitude. “Why don’t you try to push yourself and test 

yourself ... and see how far you can go,” Park says, repeating one of Work for the company 

the main points of a talk he gives his students. The talk also involves that puts 1dcas ts! 

the hypothetical question, “Why do you waste your time?”, which is More ideas. Better solutions. 

meant to help students prioritize their commitments. This question 

i oe — OOOO 
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The finest in eclectic humor 

How To Impress a Prospective Employer 
1. Use Old Spice—be the man their man could smell like 

2. AXE body spray: adds a little something extra to your resume 

3. Throwing a party during your video interview shows that you have great interpersonal skills 

4. Plaid suits make you stand out 

5. During your dinner interview, you will impress your prospec- 

Wy; tive employer if you order lobster and top shelf liquor 
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MORE EXPERTS, 
THINKING MORE INNOVATIVELY, 

DESIGNING MORE INTELLIGENTLY, 
MANAGING MORE PRODUCTIVELY, 

PARTNERING MORE POWERFULLY. 

Green Bay Middleton Milwaukee Milwaukee Oshkosh Sheboygan Stevens Point 

(920) 468-1978 (608) 836-9800 (414) 359-3030 (414) 225-5100 (920) 235-0270 (920) 458-8711 (715) 341-8110 
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www.aecom.com 

Working with Associated Builders & 
Contractors means you are working isthmus Engineer 
with safe, progressive builders. Ai Be providing custom 

“\ Gar eee? automation solutions 
: : © . a oe WS to a worldwide market, 

The ABC of Wisconsin : Sea W | Pad BN from right here in Madison. 

Construction Users’ ieee a eet 
Guide is a comprehensive & “aaurag< w= _ Nae OA For neatly 30 yeas iy 
association directory of ee have provided custom 
over 800 construction fe q Ny ‘5 SU equipment and system 

professionals throughout $e Se a (a ae sare) to imo? 

Wisconsin. e =o08 nes ON, y 4 Ceecmemerag§ "enufacturing efficiency 
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Sper CY ake a Medical/Pharmaceutical 

E LS eE =. Consumer Products 

ABC of WI members are BE AB - vsti 
construction pros, dedicated im © Automotive 
to safe, quality, cost-effective QYy © Solar/Windpower 
merit shop construction. Visit XN 

cu Meabectet snd Sema a 
request your copy! Wisconsin Chapter on 

(SH ISTHMUS a XM ngineering & Manufacturing 

www.abcwi.org



Wisconsin Engineer magazine poled Stade 
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1550 Engineering Drive ns 
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Reducing cost o {electronics p. 18 

Curious how a magazine comes together? 
Learn more by coming to our magazine's kickoff on September 

15, 2010 at 7:15 PM in 1800 Engineering Hall. 

a Funded in part by the Associated 
/.\/_\ | |\ Students of Madison. ASM does 
[A\/ in iM, not necessarily endorse the beliefs 

~=aczas= or actions of this organization.
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